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ANNOUNCEMENT 
 

 

 

Hyposwiss Advisors SA has been authorized by FINMA as an independent Portfolio Manager 

to pursue its strong growth as an international wealth management company 
 

 

Geneva, Switzerland – September 2021 

 

 

Hyposwiss Advisors SA is proud to announce that it has been authorized by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority 

(FINMA) as a Portfolio Manager under the new Financial Institutions Act (FinIA). 

 

Hyposwiss Advisors was established in 2011 as an independent Swiss wealth management company, based in Geneva with 

a branch in Zurich. This recognition strengthens the company’s financial competitiveness and demonstrates its dynamic 

asset management structure, with proven expertise to protect and grow investors’ assets. 

 

Clients’ assets are deposited with international banks serving as qualified custodians. 

 

In addition to the FINMA license, the company is also among the first financial institutions in Switzerland registered: 

- in the USA as Investment Advisor with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) ; 

- in Canada as Portfolio Manager with the securities regulators of Ontario, Québec, Alberta and British Columbia ; 

authorizing it to provide investment advisory and portfolio management services to international clients. 

 

Hyposwiss Advisors offers a diverse and flexible approach to its investors and to independent wealth managers, through 

efficient operational support, personalized expertise, and high added-value solutions. From this leading position, it 

anticipates robust expansion and growth by attracting to its structure other independent financial advisors seeking joint 

development. 

 

Hyposwiss Advisors, audited by PwC, benefits from the stability, dependability and continuity of its shareholder, 

Hyposwiss Private Bank Genève SA. The Hyposwiss Group has a history of solid banking experience that dates back over a 

century and has built a strong identity as a private bank fully dedicated to wealth management, focused on independence, 

transparency, and long-term relationships. 

 

 

Contact  

www.HyposwissAdvisors.ch     

 

Geneva:       Zurich: 

Elio Barzilay      Michael Boesch 

Tel +41 22 310 76 40     Tel +41 22 310 76 35 

elio.barzilay@advisors.hyposwiss.ch   michael.boesch@advisors.hyposwiss.ch 
 

 

This information is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. Hyposwiss Advisors does not render 

tax, legal or accounting advice. Registrations with the US SEC and the Canadian authorities do not imply a certain level of competence, education, 

skill or training. The protections of the US and Canadian rules and regulations are only available to residents of the respective country, province or 

territory. 


